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Abstract 

 
Ti-6Al-4V is a titanium alloy that accounts for about 80% of the titanium market. The Ti-64 alloy contains 6 wt% 

Aluminum and 4 wt% Vanadium, an almost equal ratio of α + β phases. Through the laser surface modification 

process known and Laser Metal Deposition this alloy offers the optimum combination of enhanced properties. This 

research focuses on the application of adding a combination of molybdenum (Mo) and Ti-64 powders to a Ti-64 

substrate surface in order to improve the durability for various biomedical applications. Deposition of the powders 

was completed at the CSIR – National Laser Center, in Pretoria, South Africa, utilizing various scan speeds. In this 

study, the properties of the deposited material such as hardness and microstructure characterization were tested with 

varying scan speeds. With these characteristics established for each sample, the optimal scanning speed was 

determined to be between 1.1-1.7m/min for the production of a defect free deposition. The results of the hardness 

tests showed that the addition of molybdenum to Ti-64 increased the hardness of the deposited material compared to 

that of the substrate. This verifies that the addition of Mo to metals can affect the mechanical properties to better suit 

various applications. It was also determined that an increase in scan speed causes an increase in the hardness, due to 

less grain growth. The promising research recorded here has presented various options for further investigation. 
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1. Introduction 
The titanium alloy, Ti-6Al-4V, is the most commonly used titanium series for biomedical applications. The alloy 

offers the best combination of enhanced properties consisting of a low elastic modulus, excellent corrosion 

resistance and superior biocompatibility. These properties are critical to the success of treatment in order to prevent 

failure and possible revision surgery. The desired properties are often enhanced through various surface 

modification techniques including laser surface alloying, laser surface ablation, laser surface melting, selective laser 

sintering and laser metal deposition. The focus of this research will utilize the laser metal deposition (LMD) additive 

manufacturing process to modify the surface of a Ti-64 substrate. LMD offers an alternative to implant development 

that allows for greater precision and the opportunity for patient specificity. The surface alloying of the Ti-64 

substrate will be implemented using a combination of Ti-6Al-4V and molybdenum (Mo) powders. The addition of 

Mo is said to increase the biocompatibility of implants for biomedical applications. The different thermal properties 

that Mo possess suggests that previously established parameters for LMD may not suffice for the production of this 

surface alloying. Thus, the broad focus of the research is to determine the range of Mo concentration and laser 

parameters necessary for the successful deposition of defect free Ti-6Al-4V and Mo surface modified alloy. The 

more specific objective is to analyze the effects of LMD on the microstructure, hardness and biocompatibility with 

respect to laser scanning speed, to provide insight into the optimal parameters for the future production of the Ti-

6Al-4V surface treated alloy for use in various biomedical applications. 

 

2. Background 

 

2.1 Laser Metal Deposition 
Laser metal deposition is an additive manufacturing process that utilizes a focused laser to create a melt pool on a 

metallic substrate, in which metal powder is fed. The powder then melts to form a deposition that is fusion bonded 

to the metallic substrate. The required shape is built up layer by layer to give a near net shape final product once the 

process is complete. The nozzle and laser are both manipulated using a robotic arm to traverse the complex 

geometry certain parts require. A schematic of the LMD system can be seen below in Figure 1. A shielding gas is 

also used in order to prevent Oxygen particles and other impurities from entering the deposition.  

 

 

 
Figure 1. Laser Metal Deposition Schematic 

 

   LMD offers a multitude of solutions to issues associated with traditional industrial manufacturing processes. It’s a 

more efficient process that drastically reduces waste material and tooling costs because of the near net shape 

capabilities. LMD is also unique in that it can be used to repair parts that would otherwise be costly to replace. It 

also offers the ability for immense customization to suit the needs for the  

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.2 Biomedical Applications 
As the US and International population ages, the demand for materials specifically suited for biomedical devices has 

increased substantially. It is projected that approximately 272,000 total hip replacements will be performed annually 

by 2030. [1] Of the many hip implants performed each year approximately 12.8% required revision surgeries. [1] 

Currently almost all biomedical implants are produced either from wrought bar stock utilizing a CNC machine or 

various powder metallurgy forming techniques. [2] What all these biomedical applications have in common is their 

ability to improve the quality of life and longevity for human beings in need.  

   Human joints suffer from a multitude of degenerative diseases which slowly diminish the functionality of the joint 

over time. It’s estimated that 90% of the US population over the age of 40 suffer from these kinds of degenerative 

diseases. [3] Musculoskeletal disorders are the most widespread human health problem costing society about 254 

billion dollars. [3] Thus, the development of improved biomaterials for biomedical applications is an ever growing 

necessity. Creating a biomaterial capable of high wear resistance and biocompatibility is key in order to increase the 

lifespan of these implants and as a result reduce the number of revisions required.  

   The most common biomedical application for titanium come in the form of orthopedic implants. Titanium offers a 

good combination of mechanical properties that are desired for orthopedic implants. The most important properties 

include hardness, tensile strength and modulus of elasticity. [3] For many of these orthopedic implants a complex 

geometry is required and is dependent on the individual patient. This becomes an issue for many traditional 

manufacturing methods such as die casting, forging, or machining. When it comes to machining a piece of wrought 

bar stock, the complex geometry can take a long time to manufacture and approximately 80% of the original bar 

stock is converted into chips or scrap metal. [2] This brings to light the use of additive manufacturing for the 

production of precision orthopedic implants. With additive manufacturing the implant can be modeled to a particular 

geometry through any number of CAD programs. The .stl file can then be imported into the machine to manufacture 

a near net shape product with little waste material. 

 

2.4 Microstructure 
Microstructure is defined as the structure of a material at the microscopic level. [4] If the changes that occur at a 

microscopic level can be understood, then the properties of the materials can be controlled. The microstructure is 

most commonly analyzed using an optical, or scanning electron microscope. Analyzing the microstructure can 

reveal the material composition, along with the particular structure within the material. This leads to the 

approximation of specific material properties such as strength, hardness, and ductility before any further tests are 

conducted. Ti-6al-4V and its various alloys can have microstructures classified as lamellar, equiaxed and bimodal. 

[1] Following exposure to concentrated heat Ti-6Al-4V often exhibits a Widmanstatten, or cross-weave 

microstructure. [5] 

 

2.5 Hardness 
Hardness can be defined as the resistance of a material to indentation or penetration and is measured by various 

hardness testing methods. [4] Hardness is most commonly used to characterize how a particular manufacturing 

process may alter the materials properties. Hardness can be related to other mechanical properties such as wear 

resistance and tensile strength. It has been established that grain size and hardness are directly related. The smaller 

the grain size the more the grain boundaries, thus an increase in hardness. This means a combination of hardness and 

microstructural analysis can be used to characterize materials and manufacturing processes. 

 

 

3. Methodology 

 

3.1 Sample Manufacturing 
Four Ti-6Al-4V parent material substrates were provided by the Mechanical Engineering Department at the 

University of Johannesburg to be used for LMD. The manufacturing of the samples was done at the Council for 

Scientific and Industrial Research – National Laser Center (CSIR-NLC) under the direction of Dr. Sisa. The 

substrates were initially sandblasted and cleaned using Acetone to ensure no impurities were present on the 



deposition surface. The two hoppers were loaded with Ti-6Al-4V and Mo powder respectively. A single track was 

deposited onto the surface using the first set of laser parameters. The single track will be used for microstructure 

characterization and microhardness testing. Utilizing the same laser parameters six tracks were deposited next to the 

single track with a 50 % overlap. The multiple track deposition will be used in corrosion studies and also 

microstructure characterization. The process was repeated with varying laser scan speeds to complete the sample 

manufacturing. 

 

3.1.1 Laser Details 
The laser at the CSIR-NLC in Pretoria, South Africa was a 4.4kW Nd: YAG laser system. The laser itself was 

attached to an 8-axis Kuka robot arm that’s able to maneuver the laser while deposition occurs in order to form a 

track of deposited material. The laser utilizes lenses to reflect and focus the beam onto the deposition surface along 

with Argon gas for shielding and cooling.  

 

 

3.1.2 Laser Parameters 
The laser metal deposition parameters controlled in this research were the beam power, powder flow rate, gas flow 

rate, beam diameter and scan speed. The single varied parameter was the scan speed of the laser, which was 

increased in increments of 0.2 m/min starting at 0.5 m/min. Table 1 below depicts the parameters utilized for the 

production of the samples. 

 

Table 1. Laser Metal Deposition Parameters 

 

 

 

3.2 Sample Preparation 
Upon completion of the manufacturing of the samples, pictures were taken to document approximate size and 

physical characteristics of each sample. The sample pictures can be seen on the following page in Figure 4. . 

 

            
 

Figure 2. Original LMD samples presented in order of increasing scan speed 

From left to right 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 1.9, 2.1 [m/min] 

 



   To prepare for testing a 5 by 17 by 7 [mm] rectangular sample was cut from the multiple and single track deposits 

for each of the nine varying scan speeds. The 5 by 17 by 7 [mm] sections were used for microstructure and hardness 

analyses. For the corrosion testing a 10 by 10 by 7 [mm] section was cut from each of the nine sample’s multiple 

track deposits. All of the sections were cut using a Mecatome T300 cutting machine with 20S25 Silicon Carbide wet 

abrasion cutting blades. Examples of the substrate and section after cutting can be seen in Figure 5, below.  

 
 

Figure 3. Sectioned 0.9 m/min Ti-64 Substrate with 10mm by 10mm square sub-sample and 

5mm by 15mm sub-sample 

  

  In Figure 5 on the previous page there are two sections highlighted. The lower section highlighted is the 10mm by 

10mm section that will be used for corrosion studies. The upper highlighted section is representative of the 5mm by 

15mm sub-sample to be utilized for microstructure characterization. This process was repeated for each of the nine 

samples in order to analyze the effects of the varying laser scan speed. 

   A Struers CitoPress-1 Pneumatic Hot Mounting Press was used to mount each of the sub-samples in PolyFast 

polymer powder. Sub-samples were placed cross section cut side down to get the best look at the microstructure of 

the deposited material. For each sample, with varying laser scan speed, a single track sub-sample and multiple track 

sub-sample of size 5mm by 15mm were mounted. This allowed for analysis of the overlap associated with the 

multiple track depositions. An image of a mounted sample can be seen below in Figure 6.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. Sample 3 – 0.9 m/min Scan Speed: Mounted Sub-Sample 

 

   Once the sample was placed cross section down, 2 teaspoons of PolyFast polymer powder were added to the 

loading cylinder and the ram was tightened in place. The hot mounting process consists of a heating and cooling 

phase. In the heating phase the sample and PolyFast are heated to 180°C at a pressure of 250 bar for 3.5 min. The 

cooling phase utilizes water as the main coolant; the cooling setting was set to high for 1.5 min to give the final 

mounted sample as seen above in Figure 6. 

 

3.3 Microstructure Testing 

 

3.3.1 Grinding and Polishing 
Once mounted all samples were ground and polished to a mirror finish using a four step sequence of sand paper and 

machine polishing. The samples were initially ground with a #320 Silicon Carbide disc, at a speed of 300 rpm, in 

order to remove any surface defects and PolyFast that may have been embedded under the uneven sample face. 

Finer scratches were then removed using a fine diamond MD Piano #1200 fine grinding disc. Once the surface 

scratches were removed, fine polishing was completed using the MD Largo and MD Chem polishing discs 

respectively. DiaPro suspension was used with the MD Largo disc; it contains small diamond particles for precision 

polishing along with various cooling lubricants. Similarly an OP-S suspension was utilized with the MD Chem 



polishing disc. The OP-S suspension is an oxide polishing suspension that’s common for soft and ductile materials 

such as Ti. The combination of chemical reagents and fine, gentle abrasion particles offers an optimum surface 

finish. 

 

3.3.2 Etching 
The ASM handbook recommends a few different etchants for use on Titanium Alloys; for the research conducted it 

was decided that Kroll’s Reagent would be used as the etchant. A batch of Kroll’s Reagent is commonly prepared in 

100 ml batches with 92 ml of distilled water, 6 ml of Nitric acid and 2 ml of Hydrofluoric acid. The sample surfaces 

were then dipped into the reagent for 15-20 seconds in order to reveal the microstructure of the deposition and 

parent material 

 

3.3.4 Optical Microscopy 
Microstructures were viewed using the Olympus BX51M at 5x, 20x, and 50x magnification. Snaps were taken for 

the deposition material, substrate material, as well as the fusion and heat affected zone. The microstructure snaps 

were then analyzed qualitatively in order to determine the effect of the varying laser scan speed on each sample. The 

microstructure snaps and discussion of the analysis can be found in the results section of the paper below. 

 

3.4 Hardness Testing 
The hardness test was performed using a Vickers Hardness machine with a diamond indenter. The parameters set for 

the machine can be seen below in Table 2. For each of the distinct zones, deposition layer, interface, and heat 

affected zone, three to five indentations were made to record the hardness. The average for each of the zones was 

then taken to give an overview of the hardness value for the specific zone. One transverse hardness test was also 

conducted in which indentations were made 100µm apart starting from the top of the deposition down into the 

substrate. A sample image of the indentations can be seen in the results section for the transverse hardness testing.    

 

Table 2.  Vickers Hardness Test Parameters 

Parameter Value 

 Load 300g 

 Time 10s 

 Number of Trials 3-5 

 

 

3.5 Corrosion Testing 
The corrosion test was performed using Hanks’ Solution, which is a solution representative of the human bodily 

fluid. The 10mm by 10mm square sub-samples were placed into a glass beaker and entirely submerged in the 

Hanks’ Solution. The beaker was then sealed and placed into a Memmert water bath system in order to regulate the 

temperature the samples are exposed to. Since the material is to be analyzed for biomedical applications, the 

temperature was set to 37°C (98.6°F) in order to simulate the internal temperature of a human body. The system set 

up can be seen below in Figure 5. SEM will be used to analyze the types of corrosion after seven days of submersion 

in the Hank’s solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4. Results and Discussion 

 

4.1 Deposition Geometry 
Depicted in Table 4 are measurements for the geometry of the deposition at varied scanning speeds. The critical 

geometry for manufacturing analyzed was the heat affected zone, height and width, along with the deposition height 

and width. The geometry gives insight into the effects of the varying scan speed of the laser. 
 

 
Figure 5. Deposition Geometry Measurements 

 
It can be immediately noted that as the scan speed increases the dimensions of the heat affected zone and the 

deposition begin to decrease. In relation to the heat affected zone the results make sense. At the lower scan speeds 

the laser lingers over a specific area for a longer period of time than that of the higher scan speeds. The same can be 

said for the deposition geometry, at the lower scan speeds more powder flows over a certain area creating a larger 

deposition. These geometries can have drastic effects on the microstructure and properties of the material. Ideally a 

smooth transition from heat affected zone to deposition is desired for optimum mechanical properties, thus certain 

geometries and processing parameters lead to a higher quality deposition. 

   An example of the measurements taken for a scan speed of 2.1[m/min] can be seen below in Figure 5. The 

measurements were recorded using the software package on the Olympus BX51M Optical Microscope. The 

measurements were taken using images of the samples at a 5x magnification. All the measurements were in 

micrometers. 

 
Figure 6. Sample Geometry Measurement 

 

4.2 Microstructure 
The images obtained from the microstructure component of the research are presented below. For use in comparison 

an image of the Ti-6Al-4V parent material was used as manufactured. The images used in the comparison are in 

Figure 7. The microstructure of a Laser Metal Deposition can be split into three distinct zones. The deposition layer, 

interface, and heat affected zone. These three distinct zones can be seen at 50x and 500x magnification in Figure 7. 

The interface can be described as where the deposition layer and substrate are fusion bonded together. The heat 

affected zone is a result of the laser material interaction that occurs during the focusing of the laser on the substrate 

to form a melt pool.  



 
Figure 7. LMD Microstructure A) 1.1m/min 50x B) 1.1m/min 500x 

 

It was also noted that within the deposition layer itself there are many unmelted entrapped particles. These were 

initially thought to be solid molybdenum particles that didn’t melt with the rest of the deposited material. This can 

be correlated to the high melting temperature of molybdenum, which is around 2625°C. The laser energy density 

wasn’t quite high enough to melt all of the molybdenum particles. The particle composition is discussed further in 

the EDS results.  

 

 

4.2.1 Interface 
The interface of the deposition layer and parent material was qualitatively analyzed in order to determine which 

laser scan speed offered the best resulting deposition. Ideally the interface should be composed of a smooth gradient 

from the parent material into the deposition layer. If the interface is too rigid there will be an acute change in 

mechanical properties rather than a gradual transition, which is ideal.  

 

 
Figure 9. Interface Microstructure  

A) 0.9m/min B) 1.5m/min C) 2.1m/min 

 

Depicted in Figure 9 are three interface snaps taken at 500x magnification using the optical microscope. The images 

are of samples that increase in scan speed from left to right. As seen in image A, the scan speed of 0.9m/min resulted 

in a sharp interface. This is directly related to the slower scan speed having more laser material interaction. This 

causes more melting of the parent material and an acute separation of the deposition layer and parent material. The 

higher scan speeds showed better results with a smooth gradient. This can be attributed to holding the powder flow 

rate constant while increasing the laser scan speed. There’s a slightly lower laser energy density focused onto the 

parent material. It was determined qualitatively that a scan speed of 1.3m/min or higher resulted in the highest 

quality interface.    

 

4.4 Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy 
Energy dispersive spectroscopy is a function of the scanning electron microscope that can be used for elemental 

analysis of a sample. Each element has a specific atomic structure which allows unique sets of X-Ray peaks that 

correspond to a specific energy in keV. The EDS was performed through the CSIR and the results are as follows. 

   The EDS was performed on two different samples in which the points selected for analysis were associated with 

impurities and the unmelted particles.  

 



 
Figure 10. EDS Results on 0.9m/min Sample 

 

The image of the microstructure depicted as part of Figure 10 depicts the different areas where EDS was performed. 

As seen a majority of the sample areas for EDS analyses were impurities or unmelted particles. The EDS graph on 

the left corresponds to that of sample two, which is entirely in an unmelted particle. The graph shows a significant 

spike in molybdenum content, and as seen in the table of weight percent values, it contains 98.72 wt% Mo. This 

confirms the initial hypothesis of the impurities being unmelted molybdenum particles.  

   The EDS graph on the right corresponds to point five, which is right next to an impurity, but still in the actual 

deposition layer. The graph showed a significant spike in titanium, along with aluminum, molybdenum, chromium 

and iron. The titanium is certainly from the Ti-6Al-4V powder introduced, along with the chromium and iron. These 

are trace elements that can also be found in the Ti-6Al-4V alloy. The 1.21 wt% molybdenum shows that the addition 

of molybdenum within the deposition layer worked properly to create a different surface alloy. Ideally there would 

have been more tests conducted to determine the actual composition of the deposition layer, but due to time and 

resource limitations mostly impurities were studied using the EDS.  

 

4.5 Hardness 

 

4.5.1 Transverse Hardness 

 
Transverse hardness is the proper technical way to determine the hardness of a material that is comprised of various 

zones with different mechanical properties. This involves using the Vickers indenter to take hardness readings in 

100µm increments from the top of the deposition layer down into the parent material. A sample of the indentations 

can be seen with the graphed results in Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11. Transverse Hardness 



 

Looking at the graph in Figure 11 it can be seen that the deposition layer had an average hardness of 460HV when 

the molybdenum was introduced. Initially it should be noted that the addition of molybdenum increase the hardness 

by 130HV compared to that of the pure Ti-6Al-4V substrate. This proves that the addition of the molybdenum to the 

Ti-6Al-4V drastically increased the hardness of the material.  

   Furthermore as the indentations moved into the heat affected zone there was a drop off in the hardness. This can 

be associated with the effects of the laser on the parent material. The rapid cooling of the melt pool on the surface 

causes martensitic formations at the interface and through parts of the heat affected zone. These formations are 

comprised of a fine needle like structure that is good at impeding cracks or increasing hardness. The heat affected 

zone doesn’t contain any molybdenum, so the hardness would be associated with that more of the substrate. But, 

because of the martensitic formation, the Ti-6Al-4V in the heat affected zone has a higher hardness than the Ti-6Al-

4V structure formed in the parent material. 

   The transverse hardness test gives insight into the hardness of the distinct zones and how the properties transition 

from one zone to the other. Due to time constraints, transverse hardness was conducted on only a single sample. 

 

4.5.2 Zone Hardness 
In order to get an idea of how the hardness varied with the laser scan speed zone hardness testing was conducted. 

For each sample 3-5 indentations were made in each of the zones to determine the average hardness of the three 

distinct zones for all the samples. 

 

 
Figure 12. Zone Hardness 

Figure 12 depicts the zone hardness for all of the samples with varying laser scan speed. The samples move from left 

to right with increasing laser scan speed. It can be noted that there was a trend of increased hardness within the first 

three samples. This can be associated with the lower laser scan speeds having a higher laser energy density and laser 

material interaction. This causes a sort of indirect heat treatment in which the higher energy density causes more 

grain growth within the microstructure which leads to lower hardness values. Thus, as the laser scan speed increases 

there should be an increase in the hardness of the material which can be seen through the first three samples. 

   After the first three samples the trend drops off, so it was determined that the optimum scan speed for peak 

hardness was around 1.1m/min. The drop of in the trend may be associated with systematic errors in which there 

weren’t enough trials conducted on each sample to get an accurate depiction of the hardness. This could also be 

associated with the manufacturing process itself. Perhaps once a certain scan speed is reached, the properties aren’t 

altered as much anymore so the trend levels out. This would have to be confirmed through further testing and 

research. 

   The hardness testing was another way to confirm the particles seen in the deposition were in fact molybdenum. 

Indentations were made directly into the particles to determine their hardness. When calculated they possessed a 

hardness of 225HV. The literature value for Vickers hardness of molybdenum is 230HV, thus it was confirmed 

furthermore that the particles were unmelted molybdenum. 

 

 



5. Conclusion  

Results for the microstructure, and hardness of the laser metal deposited Ti-6Al-4V and Mo alloy were successfully 

obtained in this research. Further work must be completed to evaluate the change in corrosion resistance and 

biocompatibility. An optimum laser scan speed range of 1.1-1.7 m/min was also established through this research. 

These scan speeds offered the best results in hardness and qualitative microstructure. The limitations of this research 

offer insight and recommendations for future study on the effects of laser metal deposited materials. In general, the 

results of this research indicate potential for the addition of molybdenum to other metals in order to improve the 

mechanical properties. The research recorded here has presented a multitude of options for further investigation. 
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